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The infamous story of Benjamin Barker, aka Sweeney Todd, who sets up a barber shop in London which is the basis for a sinister partnership with his fellow tenant, Mrs. Lovett.
The gruesomely fascinating musical about the 'Demon Barber of Fleet Street', one of Sondheim's greatest hits. From the writing partnership behind A Little Night Music. Victim of
a gross injustice that robbed him of his wife and child, Sweeney Todd sets about exacting a terrible revenge on society: slitting the throats of the customers who visit his
barbershop. But things are getting complicated - a romance has developed with Mrs Lovett, the lady who runs the pie shop next door, and the disappearances are starting to
cause concern. With the bodies piling up, Sweeney Todd hits upon a novel idea, and starts passing on his 'patrons' to his homely neighbour... Meat pie, anyone? Stephen
Sondheim and Hugh Wheeler's musical Sweeney Todd opened on Broadway in 1979 and in the West End in 1980. It won the Tony Award for Best Musical and Olivier Award for
Best New Musical. It has since had numerous revivals as well as a film adaptation.
Titles: The Ballad of Sweeney Todd * By the Sea * Johanna * Not While I'm Around * Pretty Women * Wait . 32 pages.
The "penny blood” came into being through a process which began with higher standards of general education and literacy in England at the beginning of the 19th century, and
continued with the invention of fast and efficient printing presses and cheap paper production. These combined elements simultaneously created a new, mass market for
literature, and fed that market with new, affordable product. The gothic novel, popular amongst a rarefied class of literary readers, duly gave way to sensationalistic, graphic
shockers for the masses. The PENNY BLOOD CLASSICS ebook series, which focuses on the "golden age” of the penny bloods, starts with the legendary tale of Sweeney Todd,
cut-throat barber of London's Fleet Street. Perhaps inspired by "Horrible Murder And Human Pie-Makers", a gruesome true crime story published in 1825 in The Tell-Tale and
included here as a fascinating bonus story. Todd first appeared in Edward Lloyd's celebrated serial "The String Of Pearls" (1846-47), most likely written by James Malcolm
Rymer, either alone or alternating with Thomas Peckett Prest. The blood-curdling version included here is from a lesser-known periodical, probably published around 1850, by
which time Todd had acquired, via a theatrical melodrama by George Dibden Pitt, his famous catch-phrase "I'll polish him off”. The book also includes an extensive introduction
on the history of the penny blood.
'Ladies and Gentlemen...I have to state that Mrs Lovett's pies are made of human flesh!' This shocking announcement provides the stunning dénouement to a narrative first published over a period of four
months in the winter of 1846-7. The revelation marked only the beginning, however, of the notorious career of Sweeney Todd, soon known to legend as the 'Demon Barber' of London's Fleet Street. The story
of Todd's entrepreneurial partnership with neighbouring pie-maker Margery Lovett - at once inconceivably unpalatable and undeniably compelling - has subsequently provided the substance for a seemingly
endless series of successful dramatic adaptations, popular songs and ballads, novellas, radio plays, graphic novels, ballets, films, and musicals. Both gleeful and ghoulish, the original tale of Sweeney Todd,
first published under the title The String of Pearls, is an early classic of British horror writing. It combines the story of Todd's grisly method of robbing and dispatching his victims with a romantic sub-plot
involving deception, disguise, and detective work, set against the backdrop of London's dark and unsavoury streets. This edition provides an authoritative text of the first version of the story ever to be
published, as well as a lively introduction to its history and reputation.
Johnny Depp and Tim Burton join forces again in a big-screen adaptation of Stephen Sondheim's award-winning musical thriller Sweeney Todd. Depp stars as the Demon Barber of Fleet Street, joined by
Helena Bonham Carter as Mrs. Lovett, Sweeney's amorous accomplice, who creates diabolical meat pies... The cast also includes Alan Rickman,Timothy Spall and Sacha Baron Cohen. Produced in close cooperation with Tim Burton and the production team, this lavish, full colour hardcover official companion volume to the film will include a Foreword by Tim Burton, over 200 photos, concept drawings and
production designs, extracts from the screenplay and interviews with the cast and crew.
Presents in graphic novel format an adaptation of the classic Victorian tale of Sweeney Todd, the barber who robbed and murdered his customers and disposed of their remains at the local bakery, where
they were made into meat pies.
Titles are: The Ballad of Sweeney Todd * Johanna * Wait * Green Finch and Linnet Bird * Pretty Women * By the Sea * Not While I'm Around.

Barber Sweeney Todd returns to London seeking revenge for the loss of his wife and daughter by killing customers and dropping to the shop downstairs to be made into meat pies by Mrs.
Lovett. Includes sketches and photographs from several productions.
Sweeney Todd is a barber who murders his customers and turns their remains into meat pies sold at the pie shop of Mrs. Lovett, his partner in crime. His barber shop is situated in Fleet
Street, London, next to St. Dunstan's church, and is connected to Lovett's pie shop in nearby Bell Yard by means of an underground passage. Todd dispatches his victims by pulling a lever
while they are in his barber chair, which makes them fall backward down a revolving trapdoor and generally causes them to break their necks or skulls on the cellar floor below. If the victims
are still alive, he goes to the basement and "polishes them off" by slitting their throats with his straight razor.
Sweeney Todd is a barber who dispatches his victims by pulling a lever as they sit in his barber chair. His victims fall backward down a revolving trapdoor into the basement of his shop,
generally causing them to break their necks or skulls. In case they are alive, Todd goes to the basement and ""polishes them off"" (slitting their throats with his straight razor). After Todd has
robbed his dead victims of their goods, Mrs. Lovett, his partner in crime, assists him in disposing of the bodies by baking their flesh into meat pies and selling them to the unsuspecting
customers of her pie shop. All the horror stories in this nice collection are written by unknown authors.
Melodrama / Casting: 8m, 3f / Scenery: Simple ints./exts. In this version of the old melodrama, Todd has some grounds for his nefarious activities: his wife was abducted and raped by the
Judge and his daughter abandoned, while he himself was deported on a false charge. He returns to avenge his family, accompanied by a sea captain, Anthony, whose life he has saved.
Anthony falls in love with a young girl, the Judge's ward, who turns out to be Todd's daughter. Todd, meanwhile, sets up with Mrs. Lovett, the pie maker, and provides her with fillings for her
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pies. He proceeds with his vengeful plans but the outcome is bitterly ironic.

Sweeney ToddThe Demon Barber of Fleet Street : the Graphic NovelClassical Comics, Limited
Performances by the State Opera of South Australia with the Adelaide Symphony Orchestra, directed by Gale Edwards, conductor and chorus master: Timothy Sexton,
choreography by Kelly Aykers, costume design by Gabriela Tylesova, main cast members are: Lyndon Terracini, Gaye Macfarlane, Angus Wood, Jennifer Kneale, Douglas
McNicol, Carol Young, Rodney Dobson, Brian Gilbertson, Grant Smith, John Greene and Adam Goodburn, ensemble cast members: Cherie Boogaart, Tass Buoyessis, Deborah
Caddy, Catherine Campbell, Peter Deane, Adam Goodburn, Kent Green, Kristen Hardy, Joanna McWaters, Sharon Olde, Kerry Sampson, Valentyna Solowij, David Thelander,
Andrew Turner and Chistopher Webb.
Argues that the legendary character Sweeney Todd was an actual historical figure who committed his crimes in eighteenth-century London and was victimized by the poverty and
crime that was prevalent in the underworld of that time period.
Thomas Prest was a prolific and popular writer of Victorian 'penny dreadfuls'. The 'demon barber', Sweeney Todd, was his most famous and successful creation. Many of the
penny dreadful stories, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in
affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and artwork.
Variations on this play have been filmed and put on Broadway as a musical. This version, carefully restored by author and scholar Marvin Kaye, returns to the original text.
Footnotes and an Afterword on staging a production of "Sweeney Todd" based on this text provide useful additional information. (Plays/Drama)
(Vocal Selections). 15 piano/vocal arrangements from the 2007 feature film of the Stephen Sondheim classic starring Johnny Depp. Includes: By the Sea * The Contest *
Epiphany * God, That's Good! * Green Finch and Linnet Bird * Johanna * A Little Priest * My Friends * No Place like London * Not While I'm Around * Pirelli's Miracle Elixir * Poor
Thing * Pretty Women * Wait * The Worst Pies in London.
A Study Guide for Stephen Sondheim's "Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street" (film entry), excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Drama for Students.This concise study
guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature project,
trust Drama for Students for all of your research needs.
Tom Viertel, Steven Baruch, Marc Routh, Richard Frankel, Ambassador Theatre Group, Adam Kenwright, Tulchin/Bartner/Bagert and Broadway Across America present Judy
Kaye [and] Alexander Gemignani in Sweeney Todd, the demon barber of Fleet Street; music and lyrics by Stephen Sondheim; book by Hugh Wheeler; from an adaptation by
Christopher Bond; music supervision & orchestrations, Sarah Travis; directed and designed by John Doyle.
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